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7s start PT- 

PTERINS EINPRST PTERIN, chemical compound [n] 

PTERYLA AELPRTY feathered area on skin of bird [n -E] 

PTISANS AINPSST PTISAN, tea of herbs or barley [n] 

PTOMAIN AIMNOPT ptomaine (compound produced by decomposition of protein) [n -S] 

PTYALIN AILNPTY salivary enzyme [n -S] 

 

7s contain -PT- 

ACCEPTS ACCEPST ACCEPT, to receive willingly [v] 

ADAPTED AADDEPT ADAPT, to make suitable [v] 

ADAPTER AADEPRT one that adapts (to make suitable) [n -S] 

ADAPTOR AADOPRT adapter (one that adapts (to make suitable)) [n -S] 

ADEPTER ADEEPRT ADEPT, highly skilled [adj] 

ADEPTLY ADELPTY ADEPT, highly skilled [adv] 

ADOPTED ADDEOPT ADOPT, to take into one's family by legal means [v] 

ADOPTEE ADEEOPT one that is adopted [n -S] 

ADOPTER ADEOPRT one that adopts (to take into one's family by legal means) [n -S] 

APTERAL AAELPRT apterous (having no wings) [adj] 

APTERYX AEPRTXY kiwi (flightless bird) [n -ES] 

APTNESS AENPSST quality of being apt (suitable (appropriate)) [n -ES] 

ASEPTIC ACEIPST free from germs [adj] 

BAPTISE ABEIPST to baptize (to administer baptism to) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

BAPTISM ABIMPST Christian ceremony [n -S] 

BAPTIST ABIPSTT one who baptizes [n -S] 

BAPTIZE ABEIPTZ to administer baptism to [v -D, -ZING, -S]   

BIOPTIC BCIIOPT biopsic (pertaining to examination of living tissue) [adj] 

CAPTAIN AACINPT to lead or command [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAPTANS AACNPST CAPTAN, fungicide [n] 

CAPTCHA AACCHPT Turing test used to vet website users [n -S]  

CAPTION ACINOPT to provide with title [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAPTIVE ACEIPTV prisoner (one that is imprisoned) [n -S] 

CAPTORS ACOPRST CAPTOR, one who takes or holds captive [n] 

CAPTURE ACEPRTU to take by force or cunning [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CHAPTER ACEHPRT to divide book into chapters (main sections) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COAPTED ACDEOPT COAPT, to fit together and make fast [v] 

COEMPTS CEMOPST COEMPT, to buy up entire supply of product [v] 

COMPTED CDEMOPT COMPT, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

COOPTED CDEOOPT COOPT, to elect or appoint [v] 

COPTERS CEOPRST COPTER, helicopter [n] 

CRYPTAL ACLPRTY CRYPT, burial vault [adj] 

CRYPTIC CCIPRTY mysterious [adj] 

CRYPTOS COPRSTY CRYPTO, one who belongs secretly to group [n] 

DIOPTER DEIOPRT measure of refractive power [n -S] 

DIOPTRE DEIOPRT diopter (measure of refractive power) [n -S] 

DIPTYCA ACDIPTY diptych (ancient writing tablet) [n -S] 

DIPTYCH CDHIPTY ancient writing tablet [n -S] 
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DROPTOP DOOPPRT convertible automobile [n -S] 

EMPTIED DEEIMPT EMPTY, to remove contents of [v] 

EMPTIER EEIMPRT EMPTY, containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude) [adj] / one that empties (to remove contents of) [n -S] 

EMPTIES EEIMPST EMPTY, to remove contents of [v] 

EMPTILY EILMPTY in empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) manner [adv] 

EMPTINS EIMNPST liquid leavening [n EMPTINS] 

ERUPTED DEEPRTU ERUPT, to burst forth [v] 

EXAPTED ADEEPTX utilized for function other than one developed through natural selection [adj] 

EXCEPTS CEEPSTX EXCEPT, to leave out [v] 

EXEMPTS EEMPSTX EXEMPT, to free from obligation required of others [v] 

GLYPTIC CGILPTY art or process of engraving on gems [n -S] 

HAPTENE AEEHNPT hapten (substance similar to antigen) [n -S] 

HAPTENS AEHNPST HAPTEN, substance similar to antigen [n] 

HEPTADS ADEHPST HEPTAD, group of seven [n] 

HEPTANE AEEHNPT hydrocarbon used as solvent [n -S] 

HEPTOSE EEHOPST chemical compound [n -S] 

HOPTOAD ADHOOPT toad (tailless, jumping amphibian) [n -S] 

INAPTLY AILNPTY INAPT, not apt (suitable (appropriate)) [adv] 

INCEPTS CEINPST INCEPT, to take in [v] 

INEPTER EEINPRT INEPT, not suitable (appropriate) [adj] 

INEPTLY EILNPTY INEPT, not suitable (appropriate) [adv] 

IRRUPTS IPRRSTU IRRUPT, to rush in forcibly [v] 

KLEPTOS EKLOPST KLEPTO, one that steals impulsively [n] 

KRYPTON KNOPRTY gaseous element [n -S] 

LAPTOPS ALOPPST LAPTOP, small computer for use on one's lap [n] 

LEPTINS EILNPST LEPTIN, hormone released by fat cells [n] 

LEPTONS ELNOPST LEPTON, former monetary unit of Greece [n] 

NUPTIAL AILNPTU wedding (marriage ceremony) [n -S] 

OPTICAL ACILOPT pertaining to sight [adj] 

OPTIMAL AILMOPT most desirable [adj] 

OPTIMES EIMOPST OPTIME, honor student in mathematics at Cambridge University [n] 

OPTIMUM IMMOPTU most favorable condition for obtaining given result [n -IMA, -S] 

OPTIONS INOOPST OPTION, to grant option (right to buy or sell something at specified price within specified time) on [v] 

PEPTALK AEKLPPT to inspire enthusiasm in by intense, emotional talk [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PEPTICS CEIPPST PEPTIC, substance that promotes digestion [n] 

PEPTIDE DEEIPPT combination of amino acids [n -S] 

PEPTIDS DEIPPST PEPTID, peptide (combination of amino acids) [n] 

PEPTIZE EEIPPTZ to increase colloidal dispersion of [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PEPTONE EENOPPT protein compound [n -S] 

PROMPTS MOPPRST PROMPT, to induce to action [v] 

RAPTORS AOPRRST RAPTOR, bird of prey [n] 

RAPTURE AEPRRTU to fill with great joy [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RECEPTS CEEPRST RECEPT, type of mental image [n] 

REPTANT AENPRTT creeping or crawling [adj] 

REPTILE EEILPRT any of class of cold-blooded, air-breathing vertebrates [n -S] 

RIPTIDE DEIIPRT tide that opposes other tides [n -S] 
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RUPTURE EPRRTUU to burst (to break open suddenly or violently) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

SCEPTER CEEPRST to invest with royal authority [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCEPTIC CCEIPST skeptic (person who doubts generally accepted ideas) [n -S] 

SCEPTRE CEEPRST to scepter (to invest with royal authority) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

SCRIPTS CIPRSST SCRIPT, to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture [v] 

SCULPTS CLPSSTU SCULPT, to form image or representation of from solid material [v] 

SEPTAGE AEEGPST waste in septic tank [n -S] 

SEPTATE AEEPSTT having septum (dividing membrane or partition) [adj] 

SEPTETS EEPSSTT SEPTET, group of seven [n] 

SEPTICS CEIPSST SEPTIC, agent producing sepsis [n] 

SEPTIME EEIMPST position in fencing [n -S] 

SEPTUMS EMPSSTU SEPTUM, dividing membrane or partition [n] 

SKEPTIC CEIKPST person who doubts generally accepted ideas [n -S] 

STYPTIC CIPSTTY substance used to check bleeding [n -S] 

SUMPTER EMPRSTU pack animal [n -S] 

SYMPTOM MMOPSTY indication of something [n -S] 

TEMPTED DEEMPTT TEMPT, to entice to commit unwise or immoral act [v] 

TEMPTER EEMPRTT one that tempts (to entice to commit unwise or immoral act) [n -S] 

TIPTOED DEIOPTT TIPTOE, to walk on tips of one's toes [v] 

TIPTOES EIOPSTT TIPTOE, to walk on tips of one's toes [v] 

TIPTOPS IOPPSTT TIPTOP, highest point [n] 

TRIPTAN AINPRTT drug for treating migraine attacks [n -S] 

TRYPTIC CIPRTTY TRYPSIN, enzyme (complex protein) [adj] 

UMPTEEN EEMNPTU indefinitely numerous [adj] 

UMPTIER EIMPRTU UMPTY, umpteen (indefinitely numerous) [adj] 

UNAPTLY ALNPTUY not aptly (in apt (suitable (appropriate)) manner) [adv] 

UPTAKES AEKPSTU UPTAKE, upward ventilating shaft [n] 

UPTALKS AKLPSTU UPTALK, to speak with rising intonation [v] 

UPTEARS AEPRSTU UPTEAR, to tear out by roots [v] 

UPTEMPO EMOPPTU fast or lively tempo [n -S] 

UPTHREW EHPRTUW UPTHROW, to throw upward [v] 

UPTHROW HOPRTUW to throw upward [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

UPTICKS CIKPSTU UPTICK, increase or rise [n] 

UPTIGHT GHIPTTU nervous (easily excited) [adj] 

UPTILTS ILPSTTU UPTILT, to tilt upward [v] 

UPTIMES EIMPSTU UPTIME, time during which machinery is functioning [n] 

UPTOWNS NOPSTUW UPTOWN, upper part of city [n] 

UPTREND DENPRTU tendency upward or toward growth [n -S] 

UPTURNS NPRSTUU UPTURN, to turn up or over [v] 

ZAPTIAH AAHIPTZ Turkish policeman [n -S] 

ZAPTIEH AEHIPTZ zaptiah (Turkish policeman) [n -S] 

 

7s end -PT 

ATTEMPT AEMPTTT to make effort to do or accomplish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BELEAPT ABEELPT BELEAP, to leap upon [v] 

BENEMPT BEEMNPT BENAME, to name (to give title to) [v] 
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BEWRAPT ABEPRTW BEWRAP, to wrap completely [v] 

CONCEPT CCENOPT general idea [n -S] 

CORRUPT COPRRTU dishonest and venal [adj -ER, -EST] / to subvert honesty or integrity of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECRYPT CDEPRTY to decode (to convert coded message into plain language) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISCEPT CDEIPST to debate (to argue about) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISRUPT DIPRSTU to throw into confusion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCRYPT CENPRTY to encipher (to write in characters of hidden meaning) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXCERPT CEEPRTX to pick out passage from for quoting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSWEPT EINPSTW narrowed in front [adj] 

OVERAPT AEOPRTV excessively apt [adj] 

PERCEPT CEEPPRT something that is perceived [n -S] 

PERIAPT AEIPPRT amulet (object worn to protect against evil or injury) [n -S] 

PRECEPT CEEPPRT rule of conduct [n -S] 

PREEMPT EEMPPRT to acquire by prior right [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

READAPT AADEPRT to adapt again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

READOPT ADEOPRT to adopt again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECEIPT CEEIPRT to mark as having been paid [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REWRAPT AEPRRTW REWRAP, to wrap again [v] 

UNADEPT ADENPTU not adept (highly skilled) [adj] 

UNKEMPT EKMNPTU untidy (not tidy (neat and orderly)) [adj] 

UNSWEPT ENPSTUW not swept (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [adj] 

UPLEAPT AELPPTU UPLEAP, to leap up [v] 

UPSWEPT EPPSTUW UPSWEEP, to sweep upward [v] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s start PT- 

PTEROPOD DEOOPPRT type of mollusk (any of phylum of soft-bodied invertebrates) [n -S] 

PTERYGIA AEGIPRTY fleshy growths over cornea [n PTERYGIA] 

PTOMAINE AEIMNOPT compound produced by decomposition of protein [n -S] 

PTYALISM AILMPSTY excessive flow of saliva [n -S] 

 

8s contain -PT- 

ABRUPTER ABEPRRTU ABRUPT, rudely brief [adj] 

ABRUPTLY ABLPRTUY ABRUPT, rudely brief [adv] 

ACCEPTED ACCDEEPT ACCEPT, to receive willingly [v] 

ACCEPTEE ACCEEEPT one that is accepted [n -S] 

ACCEPTER ACCEEPRT one that accepts (to receive willingly) [n -S] 

ACCEPTOR ACCEOPRT accepter (one that accepts (to receive willingly)) [n -S] 

ADAPTING AADGINPT ADAPT, to make suitable [v] 

ADAPTION AADINOPT act of adapting (to make suitable) [n -S]  

ADAPTIVE AADEIPTV ADAPTION, act of adapting (to make suitable) [adj] 

ADEPTEST ADEEPSTT ADEPT, highly skilled [adj] 

ADOPTING ADGINOPT ADOPT, to take into one's family by legal means [v] 

ADOPTION ADINOOPT act of adopting (to take into one's family by legal means) [n -S] 

ADOPTIVE ADEIOPTV ADOPTION, act of adopting (to take into one's family by legal means) [adj] 
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APTERIUM AEIMPRTU bare area of skin between feathers [n -IA] 

APTEROUS AEOPRSTU having no wings [adj] 

APTITUDE ADEIPTTU ability (quality of being able to do something) [n -S] 

BAPTISIA AABIIPST flowering plant [n -S] 

BAPTIZER ABEIPRTZ baptist (one who baptizes) [n -S] 

CALYPTER ACELPRTY calyptra (hood-shaped organ of flowers) [n -S] 

CALYPTRA AACLPRTY hood-shaped organ of flowers [n -S] 

CAPTIOUS ACIOPSTU tending to find fault [adj] 

CAPTURER ACEPRRTU one that captures (to take by force or cunning) [n -S] 

CLAPTRAP AACLPPRT pretentious language [n -S] 

COAPTING ACGINOPT COAPT, to fit together and make fast [v] 

COEMPTED CDEEMOPT COEMPT, to buy up entire supply of product [v] 

COMPTING CGIMNOPT COMPT, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

CONCEPTI CCEINOPT fertilized eggs [n CONCEPTI] 

COOPTING CGINOOPT COOPT, to elect or appoint [v] 

COOPTION CINOOOPT act of coopting (to elect or appoint) [n -S] 

DIOPTASE ADEIOPST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

DIOPTRAL ADILOPRT DIOPTER, measure of refractive power [adj] 

DIOPTRIC CDIIOPRT aiding vision by refraction [adj] 

DIPTERAL ADEILPRT having two rows or columns [adj] 

DIPTERAN ADEINPRT two-winged fly [n -S] 

DIPTERON DEINOPRT dipteran (two-winged fly) [n -RA] 

ECLIPTIC CCEIILPT astronomical plane [n -S] 

EGYPTIAN AEGINPTY typeface with squared serifs [n -S] 

ELLIPTIC CEIILLPT having shape of ellipse [adj] 

EMPTIEST EEIMPSTT EMPTY, containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude) [adj] 

EMPTINGS EGIMNPST emptins (liquid leavening) [n -S] 

EMPTYING EGIMNPTY EMPTY, to remove contents of [v] 

ERUPTING EGINPRTU ERUPT, to burst forth [v] 

ERUPTION EINOPRTU act of erupting (to burst forth) [n -S] 

ERUPTIVE EEIPRTUV type of rock [n -S] 

EUPEPTIC CEEIPPTU EUPEPSIA, good digestion [adj] 

EXAPTIVE AEEIPTVX pertaining to exapted function [adj] 

EXCEPTED CDEEEPTX EXCEPT, to leave out [v] 

EXEMPTED DEEEMPTX EXEMPT, to free from obligation required of others [v] 

GUMPTION GIMNOPTU shrewdness (quality of being shrewd (having keen insight)) [n -S] 

HAPTENIC ACEHINPT HAPTEN, substance similar to antigen [adj] 

HAPTICAL AACHILPT haptic (pertaining to sense of touch) [adj] 

HEMIPTER EEHIMPRT insect (any of class of small invertebrate animals) [n -S] 

HEPTAGON AEGHNOPT seven-sided polygon [n -S] 

HEPTARCH ACEHHPRT one of group of seven rulers [n -S] 

INCEPTED CDEEINPT INCEPT, to take in [v] 

INCEPTOR CEINOPRT one that incepts (to take in) [n -S] 

INEPTEST EEINPSTT INEPT, not suitable (appropriate) [adj] 

IRRUPTED DEIPRRTU IRRUPT, to rush in forcibly [v] 

KALYPTRA AAKLPRTY thin veil [n -S] 
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LEPTONIC CEILNOPT LEPTON, former monetary unit of Greece [adj] 

MERCAPTO ACEMOPRT containing particular chemical group [adj] 

NONEMPTY EMNNOPTY not empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adj] 

OPTATIVE AEIOPTTV mood of verbs that expresses wish or desire [n -S] 

OPTICIAN ACIINOPT one who makes or deals in optical goods [n -S] 

OPTICIST CIIOPSTT one engaged in study of light and vision [n -S] 

OPTIMISE EIIMOPST to optimize (to make as perfect, useful, or effective as possible) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OPTIMISM IIMMOPST disposition to look on favorable side of things [n -S] 

OPTIMIST IIMOPSTT one who exhibits optimism (disposition to look on favorable side of things) [n -S] 

OPTIMIZE EIIMOPTZ to make as perfect, useful, or effective as possible [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

OPTIONAL AILNOOPT elective course of study [n -S] 

OPTIONED DEINOOPT OPTION, to grant option (right to buy or sell something at specified price within specified time) on [v] 

OPTIONEE EEINOOPT one who holds legal option [n -S] 

OPTRONIC CINOOPRT pertaining to science concerned with electronics and light [adj] 

PANOPTIC ACINOPPT including everything visible in one view [adj] 

PEPTIDIC CDEIIPPT PEPTIDE, combination of amino acids [adj] 

PEPTIZER EEIPPRTZ one that peptizes (to increase colloidal dispersion of) [n -S] 

PEPTONIC CEINOPPT PEPTONE, protein compound [adj] 

PERIPTER EEIPPRRT structure with row of columns around all sides [n -S] 

PROMPTED DEMOPPRT PROMPT, to induce to action [v] 

PROMPTER EMOPPRRT PROMPT, quick to act or respond [adj] / one that prompts (to induce to action) [n -S] 

PROMPTLY LMOPPRTY in prompt (quick to act or respond) manner [adv] 

RAPTNESS AENPRSST state of being rapt (deeply engrossed) [n -ES] 

RECEPTOR CEEOPRRT nerve ending specialized to receive stimuli [n -S] 

REPTILIA AEIILPRT buildings for housing reptiles [n REPTILIA] 

REUPTAKE AEEKPRTU reabsorption of chemical into cell that released it [n -S] 

SCEPTRAL ACELPRST pertaining to royal authority [adj] 

SCRIPTED CDEIPRST SCRIPT, to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture [v] 

SCRIPTER CEIPRRST one that scripts (to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture) [n -S] 

SCULPTED CDELPSTU SCULPT, to form image or representation of from solid material [v] 

SCULPTOR CLOPRSTU one that sculpts (to form image or representation of from solid material) [n -S] 

SEPTARIA AAEIPRST limestone nodules [n SEPTARIA] 

SEPTETTE EEEPSTTT septet (group of seven) [n -S] 

SEPTICAL ACEILPST SEPTIC, agent producing sepsis [adj] 

SEPTIMAL AEILMPST based on number seven [adj] 

SEPTORIA AEIOPRST type of fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [n -S] 

SEPTUPLE EELPPSTU to make seven times as great [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SHIPTIME EHIIMPST annual arrival of supply ship [n -S] 

SHOPTALK AHKLOPST conversation concerning one's business or occupation [n -S] 

SORPTION INOOPRST act or process of sorbing [n -S] 

SORPTIVE EIOPRSTV SORPTION, act or process of sorbing [adj] 

SUBOPTIC BCIOPSTU situated under eyes [adj] 

SYNAPTIC ACINPSTY SYNAPSIS, point at which nervous impulse passes from one neuron to another [adj] 

SYNOPTIC CINOPSTY SYNOPSIS, summary (short restatement) [adj] 

TEMPTING EGIMNPTT TEMPT, to entice to commit unwise or immoral act [v] 

TRIPTANE AEINPRTT chemical compound [n -S] 
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TRIPTYCA ACIPRTTY triptych (ancient writing tablet) [n -S] 

TRIPTYCH CHIPRTTY ancient writing tablet [n -S] 

UMPTIEST EIMPSTTU UMPTY, umpteen (indefinitely numerous) [adj] 

UPTALKED ADEKLPTU UPTALK, to speak with rising intonation [v] 

UPTHRUST HPRSTTUU to thrust up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPTILTED DEILPTTU UPTILT, to tilt upward [v] 

UPTOSSED DEOPSSTU UPTOSS, to toss upward [v] 

UPTOSSES EOPSSSTU UPTOSS, to toss upward [v] 

UPTOWNER ENOPRTUW one that lives uptown [n -S] 

UPTURNED DENPRTUU UPTURN, to turn up or over [v] 

WHIPTAIL AHIILPTW lizard having long, slender tail [n -S] 

 

8s end -PT 

ADSCRIPT ACDIPRST distinguishing symbol written after another character [n -S] 

BANKRUPT ABKNPRTU to impoverish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONTEMPT CEMNOPTT feeling of one who views something as mean, vile, or worthless [n -S] 

COSCRIPT CCIOPRST to collaborate in preparing script for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EUCALYPT ACELPTUY evergreen tree [n -S] 

HELICOPT CEHILOPT to travel by helicopter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISADAPT AADIMPST to adapt wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREADAPT AADEPPRT to adapt beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREADOPT ADEOPPRT to adopt beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REACCEPT ACCEEPRT to accept again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESCRIPT CEIPRRST something rewritten [n -S] 

RESCULPT CELPRSTU to sculpt again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRANSEPT AENPRSTT major transverse part of body of church [n -S] 

 


